Welcome to Florida State’s Editing, Writing, and Media major!
Let me start off by saying one thing: signing up for the EWM major was a really savvy
choice on your part. I think you made a good move.
I’ve been lucky enough to be an instructor of EWM courses for three years now. In that
time, I’ve encountered a group of smart, motivated, and wonderful students—the writers
of this handbook are no different.
These writers are EWM students just like you. Just like you, they are clearly passionate
about pursuing work in writing and publishing in worlds as various as literature,
travel writing, dance, public relations, marketing, and international affairs. Others are
continuing on to graduate school to pursue a journalism or law degree. Just like many of
you, they take EWM classes alongside a variety of classes within other majors, including
English, Business, International Affairs, Anthropology, Media/Communication Studies,
Social Science, Marketing, and Information, Communication and Technology. Every day, I
see them working very hard, every day building stronger ties between the world of EWM
and their many other worlds.
As new EWM majors, you probably have these aspirations too, and many of you also bring
with you different sets of knowledge from different majors around the university. But
despite the many worlds you all come from, there is one thing you all share—and that is
language. Whatever direction you want to go in, you’ll be using language in a variety of
ways—and effective knowledge of grammar, syntax, and mechanics are the foundation
that that work will be based on. Knowing this stuff really well will not only make you
more sophisticated writers; it will also help your writing stand out and create impact. And
I haven’t met an EWM major yet that didn’t want to create some kind of impact.
The writers of this handbook are more senior EWM students—many of them will be
graduating this spring—and having come to the end of their degree, they have a strong
sense what knowledge is essential for new, incoming EWM majors. This handbook
represents a small glimpse of their combined knowledge.
Enjoy and good luck!
Josh Mehler
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If you actually sit down and thoroughly read what different grammar books say
about comma usage, you will find that the guidelines are sometimes vague,
and you will definitely find some conflicting opinions between grammarians
(yeah, some people actually make careers out of grammar). Proper
comma use depends a lot on the specific meaning of what is being
written, and how the text is meant to be read. For example, if
I wanted to show that there was a pause, here, I would put a
comma after the word preceding my pause, like this! If the
text you are working on is informal, you have the
freedom to pause pretty much wherever (be
reasonable though, you can’t just start putting
pauses and commas in random spots. That,
would make, a, sentence, like this one that,
has no logical flow when, read). If the
text is formal on the other hand,
you must abide by all grammatical
guidelines as listed below,
without playing around with
how the text should be read.
Assume it is going to be
read by a robot for all
practical purposes.

Work Cited:
Brooks, Brian S., Wilson, Jean G. and James L. Pinson.
Working with Words: A Concise Handbook for Media Writers
and Editors. 8th ed. New York: St. Martin’s, 2012. Print.

1. Use a comma and a conjunction between two or more complete thoughts:
Correct: I went to the store, and I bought an apple.
Incorrect: I went to the store, I bought an apple.
PHRASE- group of related
2. Use a comma if a sentence was to start off with a yes, no, or the
name of someone being addressed:
Correct: Yes, I would love to help you clean the kitchen.
3. Use a comma after an introductory word, phrase or clause:
Correct: In January, Steve had to move back in with his mom.
Correct: Often, Summer was bored in class.

words that lack either a
subject or a verb or both.
		
CLAUSE- group of related
words that have both a
subject and a verb.

4. Put a comma before a conjunction such as and or but only if the conjunction and what follows
could stand alone as a complete sentence:
Correct: Caroline went to the movies, and then she met up with Harry to have pizza.
Incorrect: Caroline went to the movies, and ordered pizza.
5. Use a comma when listing three or more things in a sentence:
Correct: We ate corn, squash and beans.
6. Use a comma to separate parenthetical items. Parenthetical items being additional descriptions of
a subject that aren’t necessary in the sentence:
Correct: Jack’s mom, Sandy, passed by his job to deliver his lunch.
Incorrect: Jack’s mom Sandy passed by his job to deliver his lunch.

1. Do not use commas to separate a noun and its modifying adjectives when the adjectives come before the noun:
Correct: The bright red car was a Corvette.
Incorrect: The bright red, car was a Corvette.
2. Do not use commas to separate two subjects (a compound subject) doing the same thing:
Correct: The dog and cat went to the fair.
Incorrect: The dog, and cat went to the fair.
3. Do not use commas to separate two actions of a subject [simple or compound]:
Correct: Emily ate and sat at the table.
Incorrect: Emily ate, and sat at the table.
4. Do not use commas to separate items in a series when you use a conjunction between each element in the series:
Correct: Walter hoped it wasn’t his mom, grandmother or aunt banging at his door.
Incorrect: Walter hoped it wasn’t his mom, or grandmother, or aunt banging at his door.
5. Do not use a comma between adjectives when you can’t reverse them:
Correct: The new brick wall
Incorrect: The new, brick wall

During your time as an Editing, Writing and Media
major at The Florida State University, you will encounter
two styles of writing: the journalistic and the academic.
It is crucial to know when to use the Oxford comma and
when to exclude it. This chapter will help you decipher
when to use the Oxford comma early in your education
so that you can put this use into practice over the next
four years. You will impress your professors and future
employers with this knowledge that most individuals are
oblivious.

In the English language, the Oxford comma is a
comma that is placed before the coordinating conjunction (usually and, or, nor) in a series of more than three
terms:
Example: I am taking biology, astronomy, and underwater
basket weaving.
The comma after “astronomy” is the Oxford comma in
this example. Opinions by authors, journalists, and editors
have differed on using the Oxford comma. In American
English, a majority of the style guides warrant the use of
the Oxford comma. However, The Associated Press Stylebook for journalistic writing omits its use. Yet there is an
exception to this rule. Here are examples of when to use
the Oxford comma in the two styles of writing that you
will encounter at Florida State and beyond your
education.

What kind of
music do planets
sing?
Neptunes!

Due to the strict AP style guidelines, use of the Oxford
comma is omitted unless ambiguity could result from not
using it.
Example: We invited the alien cheerleaders, Joe and Mark.
The Oxford comma is an essential aspect in separating
sections within a sentence. Without the comma, the
sentence could be read as if Joe and Mark were the alien
cheerleaders that were invited rather than if the alien
cheerleaders were invited along with Joe and Mark.

Academic writing is usually separate from other writing styles you will do as an EWM major. You will most likely
encounter this type of writing in Gordon Rule classes or electives where either the MLA or APA format will be used. The
rules for academic writing with the Oxford Comma are as
follows:
Use a comma to separate elements in a series.
Example: I bought moon shoes, a space helmet, and a 		
dress.
Use a comma and a conjunction to connect two independent
clauses.
Example: We went to the moon, but it was dark.
Thus, if you are writing an academic paper using MLA or APA
format, even within the EWM major, be sure to include the
Oxford comma.

When writing in a journalistic style, omit the Oxford
comma. Remember the exception: if the meaning of the sentence is unclear without the Oxford comma, use it for clarity.
When writing in academic style, MLA or APA format, include
the Oxford comma. Put this new knowledge into practice so
that you can become an Oxford comma expert.

◊

A colon can be used when introducing a list of items.

		
◊

Example: You may be required to bring many 		
items: sleeping bags, pans, and warm clothing.

You can use a colon when you’re introducing a quotation that
is more than one sentence.

		

Example: The author of Touched, Jane Straus, 		
wrote in the first chapter:

			
Georgia went back to her bed and 		
		
stared at the intricate patterns of burned 		
		
moth wings in the translucent glass of the 		
		
overhead light. Her father was in “hyper mode”
		
again where nothing could calm him down.
◊

Colons can be used after an independent clause when introducing a one-line summary (and for dramatic effect!).

		
		
◊

A colon can be used to take the place of says in a headline.

		
◊

Example: Paper Mario: Sticker Star

Although this may be obvious, colons are used to express time
if it’s not an even hour.

		
◊

Example: Lincoln: ‘The war has begun’

Colons are used to introduce a subtitle.

		
◊

Example: He asked why I hadn’t said hello: I 		
hadn’t seen him.

Example: Mary ate dinner at 9:12.

Colons are always used in citations.

		

Example: New York: Norton, 1999

Face your fears; semicolons
and colons are not as scary as
you may think!

◊

If you have two independent clauses (meaning they could
stand alone as complete thoughts), you can use a semicolon.
Make sure that the conjunction is absent!

		
Example: Call me tomorrow; I will give you my 		
		answer then.
◊

You can use a semicolon between items in a series that have
commas within the items. Don’t forget to put a semicolon
before the last conjunction in the sentence!

		
Example: As we discussed, you will bring two
		
items; i.e., a sleeping bag and a tent are not 		
		optional.
◊

You can use semicolons in headlines to join two phrases.
However, it works best if the sentences are not bizarre when
joined into a complete thought.

		
		
◊

Example: When I finish here, I will be glad to 		
help you; and that is a promise I will keep

A semicolon can be used before a conjunctive adverb that connects two independent clauses. Although this is a correct way
to use a semicolon, it is not commonly seen in professional
journalism.

		
		

Example: Shakespeare’s comedies
seem natural; his tragedies seem forced.

How do you throw
a space party?
You PLANET!

And thanks to this handbook,
you will be able to boldly
conquer them.

Logical Fallacies

Moral Equivalence

Fallacies are defects that weaken arguments.
Typically, fallacies, are used in order to trick or
create illusions of thought. They are often used
by politicians and the media to fool people.
Since most academic writing tasks
hrequire you to make an argument, it is
important to avoid fallacies. By learning to
look for them in your own and other’s
writings, you can strengthen your ability to
evaluate the arguments you hear, make, and
read. By looking critically at your own and
other’s writing you can strengthen your
abilities as an editor and writer.

Ad hominem
This is an
attack on the
character of a person
rather than his or
her opinions or
arguments.

Tip: In this example, the
author doesn’t even name
particular strategies Green
Peace has suggested.
Instead, the author attacks
the characters of the
individuals in the group.

Ex: Green Peace’s strategies aren’t effective
because they are all dirty, lazy hippies.

Ad populum
This is an emotional
appeal that speaks to positive (such as patriotism, religion, democracy) or negative
(such as terrorism or fascism)
concepts rather than the real
issue at hand.

Ex: If you were a
true American you
would support the
rights of people to
choose whatever
vehicle they want.

DrawEx: Comparing
ing
the
comparithe sport of
son between two undog fighting
to the sport related things, attempting
to claim that one is just as bad
of rugby.
or just as good as the other. This
usually involves one well-known
issue that has a widely accepted
Tip: If you are negative/positive association
trying to prove and one issue that has
how amazing or
mixed associations.
horrible something
is, use actual facts and information to
back up your position. Don’t attempt
to fool anyone by correlating
your subject with
something irrelevant.

Either/or
This
is a conclusion
that oversimplifies
the argument by reducing it to only two sides or
choices.

Example:
We can either
stop using cars or
destroy the earth.

Tip:
In this example, the two choices are presented as the only options, yet the author
ignores a range of choices in between.

Tip: The author equates being a “true American,” a
concept that people want to be associated with, particularly in a
time of war, with allowing people to buy any vehicle they want
even though there is no inherent connection between the two.

Slippery Slope
When
the speaker
uses a limited example to reach a misinformed assumption,
without attaining all the pertinent facts. Stereotypes
are a common example
of this fallacy.

Ex: I saw an 80 year old man in a Ferrari, so I believe all old people can afford really nice cars.
Tip:Ask yourself about the example you are using.
Are you relying on opinions or experiences of multiple people, or your own experience in just a
few situations? If so, consider whether
Hasty
you need more evidence, or perhaps
a less sweeping conclusion.
Generalization
Ex: If you eat one doughnut,
When the
you will not be able to stop,
speaker shifts the focus
you will the entire box, then
of the argument by arriving
you will have diabetes.
at an extreme conclusion that
Tip: Check your arguments
assumes negative outcomes. This
for chains of consequences.
reasoning avoids engaging with
Make sure these outcomes
the issue at hand and instead
are rational.
draws attention to extreme
hypotheticals.

“Post hoc ergo propter hoc”
aka False Clause
translates to:
“after this, therefore
because of this.” This fallacy assumes that if one event
chronologically follows another,
the first event must have caused
the second. It is easy to confuse
correlation for causation. (If B
comes after A, A caused B.)

Red Herring

This
fallacy presents
an irrelevant topic in
order to divert attention
away from the original issue.
This new topic is typically meant
to spark some kind of emotional
reaction out of the opponent. By
using this fallacy, one attempts
to win or escape the argument completely.

Ex: President Reagan raised taxes, later that
year the crime rate raised by 10%. Therefore,
President Reagan caused a rise in violence.
Tip: To avoid the post hoc fallacy, the argument
would need to give us some explanation of the
process. If you say A causes B, you should have
something more to say about how A causes B,
rather than A came first and B came after.

Genetic
The
genetic fallacy
makes a claim about
the character, nature, or
worth of a person, idea,
institute, or theory based on
its origins, without actually
giving valid
reasoning.

Ex: I believe that you
should stop supporting
that organization. You
are a hardworking individual and deserve to
invest your money in a
business that will treat
you like the
king you are.
Ex: Porpoises are evil because they are from
the ocean.
Tip: Do not include the origins of the object
Tip: To avoid throwing Red Herrings at peowithout giving valid reasoning behind it. Be
ple, stay relevant to the topic and don’t rely
careful not to equate the connotations of the
on any manipulative or unnecessary remarks.
source to the object in question.

Active and passive voices can be quite tricky! This brief guide will give you quick
tips on how to define, recognize, and use the many types of active and passive
voices.
• A sentence written in the active voice is one in which the subject actively
performs an action.
			
- I slept in the bed.
• A sentence written in the passive voice is one in which the subject is 		
acted upon.
			
- The bed was slept in by me.
Passive voice has two main features:
• A form of the verb ‘to be’ used as a
helping verb
• The preposition “by”
		
- The ball was kicked by the boy.

How does the man-on-themoon cut his hair?
Eclipse it!

• When: Always! With certain exceptions (see below: section III)
• Why: Active voice is usually preferred because it is short and sweet and
		
to the point. Unnecessary words can cloud your meaning.

• When: Generally used in journalism, scientific texts, and (certain) 			
fiction writing.
• Why: Passive voice is preferred here because it takes the emphasis 		
away from the subject. For example:
1. To emphasize the action/result rather than the actor:
		
- The accident injured hundreds.
		
- Hundreds were injured in the accident.
2. When the doer of the action is unknown, anonymous, or general:
		- Passive: The DNA was sequenced.
- Active: We sequenced the DNA.
3. To create an authoritative tone:
		
- Visitors are not allowed after 8:00 pm.

http://goo.gl/8xK0XQ * http://goo.gl/ObCScz* http://goo.gl/sBkDIb
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SETTING UP YOUR PAPER
• Use a standard font—Times New Roman will do
• Double space
•1 inch margins all the way around
• Last name and page number will be located at the top corner of the page, flushed right
• Name, instructor’s name, class name, and date—1in from top of page, flushed left
• On the next line, center the title of the paper
Be sure to indent every paragraph at least five spaces, or one Tab, from the left margin.
Remember the differences in formatting long and short quotations:
SHORT QUOTATIONS: Less than four lines of prose or three lines of verse
Include author name and page number of specific quote
Periods, commas, semicolons appear after the parenthetical citation
Question marks and exclamations appear within quotations if part of a quote
LONG QUOTATIONS: More than four lines of prose or three lines of verse
Place in a block of text without quotations on a new line to start a long quotation
Indent the first line one inch from the margin
Parenthetical citation comes after the closing punctuation mark
THE MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION (MLA) OFFICIAL GUIDE
MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers (ISBN: 9781603290241)
This handbook can only be found at mla.org in paperback($22) or large print($30) format.
Unfortunately, it is not found in an online format or downloadable version

Because this Official Guide is not found online, here are a few references that serve as a helpful guide
when wrapping up the citations in your text:
1. UMUC Library Webpage
2. The Purdue Owl
3. Cornell Library Webpagesoc
4. Long Island University Library Webpage
5. FSU Library Citation Guide
6. Scholars Commons—850-644-6061 (helpful advising from faculty and grad students)
FSU also offers Citation Management Tools. At the FSU Libraries Webpage, search, ‘citation management
tools’ and you will find a number of different options for storing correctly formatted Works Cited
pages right in your account. Take a look at a few of the examples:
BASIC BOOK:
Last Name, First Name. Title of Book. Place of Publication: Publisher, Year of Publication, Medium
		of Publication
JOURNAL ARTICLE:
Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” Publication Title, Volume Number (Publication Date):
		Inclusive Page Numbers. Medium of Publication
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The essay should be typed, double-spaced on standard-sized paper (8.5 inch x 11
inch) with 1-inch margins all around. The typical font recommended for APA is 12
pt. Times New Roman.
PAGE HEADER
Your APA paper must also include a pager header at the top of every page. This
must include:
1. Page numbers flushed to the right.
2. The title of your paper, in ALL CAPS, flushed to the left.
Note: The title of the running head must be a shortened version of your papers title
that cannot exceed 50 characters.
MAJOR SECTIONS
Your paper must include FOUR major sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Title Page
Abstract
Main Body
References

1. TITLE PAGE: The title page of your APA paper must contain the title, the author’s
name, and the institutional affiliation. This also include the page header previously
mentioned. You must then type you title in upper and lowercase letters centered in
the upper half of the page.
2. ABSTRACT: On the first line of a new page, center the word “Abstract.”
Beginning on the next line, write a summary of the key points in your research.
This should be between 150 and 250 words.
Note: You can also list keywords from your paper in your abstract.
3 & 4. MAIN BODY & REFERENCES: The remainder of your APA paper will consist of
the main body of your research, as well as a final page of references that have been
cited and used throughout your paper.
CITATIONS
Contributors’ names (Last edited date). Title of resource. Retrieved from
http://Web address for OWL resource

When learning about the more abstract concepts in the EWM major or in
any English class in general, it can be easy to make small mistakes such
as using a word incorrectly. You’ll find that sometimes even your
superiors will make these mistakes. Or, maybe you know the
difference between affect and effect, but your peers
disagree. Well, here is some quick support for your
argument and even a few friendly tips to help
you navigate through nebulous words.
1. Elicit, Illicit:
Elicit is a verb meaning to bring out or to evoke.
Illicit is an adjective meaning unlawful.
E.g. The reporter was unable to elicit information from
the policeabout the bigfoot sighting.
E.g. Wearing leggings as pants is illicit behavior.
2. Who, Which, That:
Do not use which to refer to persons. Use who instead.
That, though generally used to refer to things, may be used to refer
to a group or class of people.
E.g. I just saw a man who was wearing a beautiful blue dress.
E.g. I have to go to “Spelling Your Name 101” next, which is my
hardest class.
E.g. Where is the Playboy that I was reading?
3. Than, Then:
Than is a conjunction used in comparison; then is an adverb denoting time.
E.g. That chick has more nose hairs than my father.
E.g. Tom passed gas, and then we laughed at him.
4. Accept, Except:
Accept is a verb meaning to receive. Except is usually a preposition meaning to exclude.
E.g. I will accept all the elephants except that skinny one.
Except is also a verb meaning to exclude.
E.g. Please except that cockadoodle from the list.
5. Affect, Effect:
Affect is usually a verb meaning to influence. Effect is usually a noun meaning result.
E.g. The white rabbit made quite an affect on Alice’s day.
The “eat me” cookie had adverse side effects.
Effect can also be a verb meaning to bring about.
E.g. The Cheshire cat effected the rest of Alice’s adventure with his guidance.

6. Adverse, Averse :
Adverse means difficult, to be in opposition of, or unfavorable.
Averse means having a strong feeling against (like an aversion).
E.g. I do not appreciate how you speak adversely about your mother;
She is a lovely woman.
E.g. Bigfoot is averse to being called sasquatch.
7. Assure, Ensure, Insure:
Assure means to guarantee.
Ensure means to make sure.
Insure should only be used when talking about insurance.
E.g. I can assure you that you won’t spontaneously combust.
E.g. I have to ensure that she will still be able to take care of my cat.
8. i.e , e.g:
In Latin i.e. means “that is,” while e.g. means “for example.”
E.g. I was offered a job at my cousin’s company, i.e., at Good Burger .
E.g. Please bring something to the party that no one is
allergic to, e.g. firecrackers, party hats, fish stickers, laptops.
9. There, Their, They’re:
There is an adverb specifying place; it is also an expletive.
Adverb: Sylvia is lying there unconscious.
Expletive: There are two plums left.
Their is a possessive pronoun.
They’re is a contraction of they are.
E.g. Fred and Jane finally washed their car.
E.g. They’re later than usual today.
10. To, Too, Two:
To is a preposition; Too is an adverb; Two is a number.
E.g. Too many of your shots slice to the left, but the last two were right
on the mark.
11. Your, You’re:
Your is a possessive pronoun; You’re is a contraction of you are.
E.g. You’re going to catch a cold if you don’t wear your coat.

The nebula is made up of cloudy, hazy, or confused parts, just like the
words listed on this page. If you don’t make sure to use the right one,
they could cause your sentences to

explode!

